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Passive and impersonal constructions arising from reflexives (henceforth, for the sake of sim-
plicity, reflexive passive(s)/impersonal(s)) are often characterized by modal overtones. In (1) 
the reflexive passive has a generic/habitual interpretation (but deontic nuances are also possi-
ble); ex. (2) illustrates an epistemic reading of possibility; potential and permissive interpreta-
tions are illustrated in (3) and (4), respectively; the passive constructions in (5) and (6) – a 
reflexive and a periphrastic passive – do not differ along parameters which are normally asso-
ciated with voice (such as, e.g., agent demotion or patient promotion): while (6) is a simple 
declarative prediction, in (5) the closing of the Fiol theatre involves “an intention different 
from the speaker’s point of view or intention” (Heltoft 2006: 273).  
 These modal overtones are characterized by different degrees of obligatoriness across 
languages. The Danish reflexive passive, for instance, conveys almost exclusively a “non-
speaker bound” modality (as in (5)), whereas the corresponding construction in Swedish 
shows no modal restrictions whatsoever (Engdahl 2006), and is considered to be the basic 
passive of Swedish.  
 The place of these modal uses on the grammaticalization path reflexive > anticausative 
> passive/impersonal is far from being clear. Shibatani (1998: 136) explains the frequency of 
modal nuances of reflexive passives and impersonals with reference to the fact that these con-
structions arise from the anticausative, a situation type in which the event is characterized as 
spontaneous: the first passive meaning that emerges in reflexives is the one more compatible 
with this kind of spontaneous meaning, “where the external force is construable as something 
that naturally brings about a change, hence the preference for natural forces, general or col-
lective agency, and for routinized activities in the generic tense”. Along the same lines, 
Kemmer (1993: 147ff.) considers what she calls “potential passive” as being closer to the re-
flexive than the “true” (= non-generic, non-modal) passive. The semantic and syntactic re-
strictions of reflexive passives and impersonals (aspectual restrictions; restrictions on the 
overt coding of the agent, etc.) are taken to be an argument in favour of an intermediate posi-
tion of these constructions between the anticausative and the true passive. Moreover, they are 
generally considered a symptom of “lack of maturity” (Shibatani 1998: 136) of this construc-
tion type with regard to other passive construction types (which usually do not present similar 
restrictions).  
 According to others (e.g. Haspelmath 1990: 55), modal reflexive passives lie outside the 
grammaticalization path re-flexive>anticausative>passive proper, as they involve “a new di-
mension, that of irrealis modality, which is not relevant in the other uses”.  
 In this paper we present two kinds of arguments in favour of this latter position:  
 
a) typological argument: reflexive passives and impersonals are rare outside (Indo-

)European languages, where they generally co-exist with the so-called periphrastic pas-
sive (auxiliary + resultative participle). There is, however, a handful of non-(Indo-
)European languages in which passive constructions have arisen from reflexives: in 
these languages no modal restrictions are generally found (compare the data in (7)-(9)).  

b) diachronic argument: in earlier stages of many European languages, reflexive passives 
had a wider range of uses than in modern languages. This holds true for Old Danish 
(Heltoft 2006: 274), and for early (Tuscan) Italian (Sansò to appear), where the use of 
reflexive passives was not restricted to modal contexts, and reflexive passives referring 
to past specific events and with specific agents (sometimes overtly coded) were quite 
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common: examples (10a) and (10b), both from 14th century Tuscan texts, should serve 
as an illustration. In modern Italian, on the contrary, modal uses are overwhelmingly 
more frequent than non-modal uses.  

 
 We argue that there are no reasons to assume that the association of reflexive passives 
and impersonals with modal contexts is inherently connected to the building blocks of such 
constructions. Rather, the available typological and diachronic evidence suggests that the mo-
dal character of reflexive passives and impersonals might be the outcome of other diachronic 
processes falling outside grammaticalization stricto sensu. One of such processes is the po-
larization between concurrent constructions within the same functional domain, i.e. a process 
whereby two alternative constructions end up being preferentially associated with the expres-
sion of two different situation types. Polarization seems to account fairly well for the emer-
gence of modal uses of reflexive passives in many European languages.  
 More generally, the bulk of evidence discussed in this paper provides an exemplar case 
for viewing the evolution of grammatical constructions as a complex, multi-stranded devel-
opment rather than a linear grammaticalization chain: while grammaticalization paths are cer-
tainly useful as heuristic and explanatory tools in the study of language change, there are nev-
ertheless other diachronic phenomena which are not a concern of “grammaticalization the-
ory”, though being essential on a broader historical linguistics agenda.  
 
Examples  
 
(1)   SPANISH  
  No se camina a solas de noche en esa zona  
  NEG REFL walk:3SG alone:FEM.PL by night in this area  
  ‘One (=women) should not / does not usually walk alone at night in this area’  
(2)  CZECH (from Fried 2007: 736) 
  (jednou za šest týdnů je zastupitelstvo), tam se je taky do půlnoci  
  there REFL be:PRS.3SG also till midnight  
  ‘(once every six weeks there’s the Council meeting), one can easily be there till 

midnight’  
(3)   ITALIAN  
  Non si trova facilmente una farmacia in questo quartiere  
  NEG REFL find:3.SG easily a:FEM.SG pharmacy in this neighbourhood  
  ‘it is not easy to find a pharmacy in this neighbourhood’  
(4)  ITALIAN  
  Qui non si fuma!  
  here NEG REFL smoke:3.SG  
  ‘Smoking is not allowed here’  
(5)   DANISH (from Heltoft 2006: 273)  
  Fioltheatret lukke-s  
  Fiol_theatre:DEF close:PRS-REFL  
  ‘The Fiol theatre is to be closed’  
(6)   DANISH (from Heltoft 2006: 273)  
  Fioltheatret bliver lukket  
  Fiol_theatre:DEF become:PRS.3SG close:PERF.PTCP  
  ‘The Fiol theatre will be closed’  
(7)   O’ODHAM (Uto-Aztecan, Tepiman; from Langacker and Munro 1975: 801)  

  ǐǸwiḍ Ȥa-t ȤǸ-moihu  
  ground AUX-PERF REFL-plow  
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  ‘The ground was plowed’  
(8)   MONO (Uto-Aztecan, Numic; from Langacker and Munro 1975: 796)  

  ȤetǸ nǸ-paa|tu na-ca |tǸ|kiȤi-ti  
  gun me-by REFL-fire-PRS  
  ‘The gun was fired by me’  
(9)   !XUN (Khoisan, Northern Khoisan; from Heine 2002: 88)  
  màlí ke tc’á yà |’é  
  money PST steal its self  
  ‘the money was stolen’  
(10)   ANCIENT ITALIAN  
 a.  E in questi tempi si trovò di prima lo strumento della campana per uno maestro 

della città di Nola in Campagna (Croni-ca, Villani 3, 11, 2; after 1330)  
  ‘and in these times the bell was firstly invented by a master from Nola in 

Campania’  
 b.  e quegli che lieto e sano la sera era ito a·lletto, la mattina si trovò dalla famiglia 

morto (Passavanti, 12; 1355 ca)  
  ‘and this man, who had gone to sleep happy and healthy, was found dead by his 

family the morning after’  
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